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Dear Friends
“Winter is an etching, spring a watercolor, summer an oil painting and autumn a mosaic of them all.” Stanley Horowitz
While we still have a month of summer to go, our thoughts begin turning to fall, the mosaic of
seasons; the fall season is truly one of the most beautiful in Minnesota. Fall beckons us, stimulating
our senses with vibrant, bold colors, wood smoke perfumes, and rustling sounds as we begin our
preparations for the long winter. Like our beloved fall, this catalog is truly an exciting mosaic of art
experiences. Welded sculpture, watercolor & oil painting, digital printing, basket weaving, felting, clay,
jewelry making, photography, and fiction writing all are waiting for you. Need more? Attend a Brunch
& Learn art lecture or be inspired by the fall harvest bounty with a Farmers’ Market cooking class.
A mosaic of experiences needs professional artists who have various artistic and cultural backgrounds
to lead all of our classes. Many instructors have been teaching at White Bear Center for the Arts for
many years and we continue to add to our first-rate roster. Please welcome artists Ellen Skoro,
Christopher Copeland, Ivan Zassavitski, and Erica Spitzer Rasmussen.
We believe that Art is for Everyone and our goal is to provide fun, high-quality and diverse art
experiences emphasizing individual expressesion. I especially want to encourage those who believe
they are not an artist and who have never taken an art class before. All of us are creative and artistic
and at White Bear Center for the Arts we are committed to offering experiences in many disciplines,
providing a gateway into the artistic process. Read through this catalog, become inspired, and take
that next step this fall and sign up for a class; when we say no experience required, we really mean it.
Open yourself to Art!
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